
 

Flat Fold Highchair 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

 

 
Designed and manufactured to BS EN 14988: 2012 

 

IMPORTANT: 

Thank you for choosing our product. Please read and understand these instructions before using this flat fold 

highchair.  If in doubt, please seek help from our Customer Service Team. 

Please retain the instructions for future reference. 
 

 

Images in this manual are representative only. Actual product may vary. The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications 

without prior notice.  



SAFETY 
THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING OUR PRODUCT. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO READ THE 

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTES BELOW.  THIS WILL ENSURE MANY YEARS OF HAPPY 

AND SAFE USE. 
 

 

 WARNING: 
 

WARNING! Do not use the highchair until your child can sit up unaided (6-36 months). 

WARNING! Do not leave the child unattended. 

WARNING! Ensure your child wears a correctly fitted and adjusted harness at all times. 

WARNING! Do not use the highchair unless all components are correctly fitted and 

adjusted. 

WARNING! Be aware of the risk of open fire and other sources of strong heat, such as 

electric bar fires, gas fires etc. or where a child could gain access to any other kind of 

hazard, in the vicinity of the highchair. 

WARNING! Do not use if any part is broken, torn or missing. 

WARNING! Do not move or carry the highchair with your child inside. 

 Adult assembly is required. 

 Use only on a level and stable surface. 

 Never move or carry the highchair whilst the baby is in it. 

 Ensure children are clear of all moving parts before making any adjustments. 

 Do not use near stairs or steps. 

 When not in use, store away from children. 

 Designed and manufactured to BS EN 14988: 2012. 

 Use the highchair on a flat, even and horizontal floor and do not elevate the highchair 

on any structure or table. 

 To reduce the risk of injury, position the highchair away from furniture, walls, hot surfaces 

and liquids, window covering cords, electrical cords. Position the highchair away from 

furniture unless the chair is being used at a table, with the tray removed. 

 When using the highchair at a table, ensure your child cannot push against the table or 

another surface as this could result in the chair tipping. 

 The highchair should only be used in an upright position once the child is capable of 

reliably and consistently sitting upright. 

 Do not use the highchair if it is not working correctly, the owner should seek repairs. 

WARNING! Follow the manufacturer’s instructions. 

WARNING! Do not leave the child unattended. 

WARNING! The harness must always be used and correctly fitted. Most injuries from 

highchairs are caused by falls. 

WARNING! Position the highchair away from solid structures and benches to avoid injuries 

caused by falls and by access to dangerous items. 

WARNING! Not to be used by children over 15kg due to its construction, strength and 

design. 

 Ensure all users are familiar with the product’s operation. 

 Ensure your highchair is fully erected before placing your child inside. 

 Do not allow your child to climb unassisted into, play with, or hang onto the highchair. 

This is not a toy. 

 All additional hazards such as electrical flex should be kept out of the reach of children 

in the highchair. 



PARTS 
Please retain all packaging until you are certain that no parts are missing. 

 

After assembly, please dispose of all packaging carefully, including the protective foam on 

the ends of the leg tubes. 

 

 

Tube Connections: 
The Legs and the Seat Frame connect using the system shown. 

Push in button A, insert the end of the seat tube into the leg tube and slide down until the 

button appears in the corresponding hole B in the leg tube and clicks into place.  

 

 

 

 

  



 

FIT THE SEAT 
Fit the semi-circular back tube to the seat 

frame, clicking the legs into place as shown 

in the previous drawing. 

 

Open the seat frame. 

Slide the pocket on the back of the seat 

cover down over the tube back frame. 

Fasten the press stud on each side of the 

seat to the inside of the tray pivot - A. 

Pull the front of each side of the seat cover 

around the front of the frame and fasten the 

two press studs on each side of the seat to 

the tube - B. 

 

OPEN AND FASTEN THE TRAY 
Open the seat frame fully and press the tray 

down firmly to fasten the clips on the 

underside to the tube underneath. 

Wrap the strap around both tubes under the 

tray and snap the press stud closed. 

Ensure seat cover press studs are firmly 

attached to the leg tube under the tray. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FITTING THE LEGS 
(Note that the front legs are wider at the top 

than the rear legs.) 

CAUTION: TAKE CARE, AS FINGER PINCHING CAN  

OCCUR WHEN LOCKING THE LEGS IN PLACE. 

Press in the pushbuttons on the front legs 

and insert the legs into the frame tubes and 

push in until the buttons click into place in 

the holes in the legs. 

Repeat for the rear legs. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ATTACHING AND CHECKING THE HARNESS 
The harness comes fitted to the seat, but 

needs to be checked and adjusted before 

use. 

The shoulder straps are pre-fitted to the seat 

back tubes. Pull them fully out through the 

slots in the seat cover after the cover is fitted. 

They can be adjusted only for tightness, 

using the slide adjusters. 

 

 

 

 

Ensure the waist straps and crotch strap are 

fed through the slots in the seat cover and 

are correctly fitted to the chair frame. 

These 3 straps are wrapped around the 

frame support bars and secured by steel 

buckles.   

Pass the strap over the bar and feed the 

edge of the webbing through the small 

opening in the metal buckle until the 

webbing is fully inserted and lying flat. 

Pull to form a loop securing the strap to the 

bar - A. 

Ensure that the attachment looks like B. 

Repeat for all 3 straps. 

 

Check the security of the waist and crotch 

straps by firmly pulling on them from the front 

of the seat.   

 

A five-point safety harness is provided to 

restrain your child and should always be 

worn.  Sliding adjusters are fitted, and should 

be carefully adjusted so the harness fits your 

child firmly but comfortably. 

To fasten the harness, push the side pieces 

into the centre buckle until they click in 

place. 

To release, press the exposed tongues of the 

side pieces and remove from the buckle. 
(Note the buckle appearance may differ slightly from 

that shown.) 

 

 

 

 

  



FOLDING 
Release the press stud on the webbing strap underneath the tray, lift the tray firmly to 

release the clips from the tube, and fold the legs together. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAINTENANCE 
 Ensure all locking devices work correctly and regularly check the locks and fittings for 

security. 

 Regularly check all parts for wear and tear. 

 Do not use spray lubricants, simply wipe clean after use. 
 

 

 

CARE 
 Clean spills as soon as possible to prevent permanent marking. 

 The highchair can be cleaned by sponging with warm soapy water and a mild 

detergent.  A mild disinfectant may be used if desired. 

 Stubborn marks may be removed with a non-abrasive cleaner.  Never clean with 

abrasive, ammonia based, bleach based or spirit type cleaners. 

 Regularly check the highchair, and particularly the harness, for wear and discontinue 

use if any damage is found. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Made in China 

 
Manufactured for: 

The Warehouse Ltd 

26 The Warehouse Way, 

Northcote, Auckland. 

0800 422 274 


